True patriotism

* It is very important for every one of the nation regardless of the place he lives to have strong Union Spirit.
* Only Union Spirit is the true patriotism all the nationalities will have to safeguard.

All citizens to safeguard traditional culture as national duty

Vice-President Dr Sai Mauk Kham attends cash donation ceremony for 18th Performing Arts Competitions

Patron of the Leading Committee for the Competitions Vice-President Dr Sai Mauk Kham delivers an address at ceremony to donate cash to the funds of the Fund Raising, Awarding and Prize Presentation Subcommittee for the 18th Myanmar Traditional Cultural Performing Arts Competitions.—MNA

Nay Pyi Taw, 13 Sept—A ceremony to donate cash to the funds of the Fund Raising, Awarding and Prize Presentation Subcommittee of the 18th Myanmar Traditional Cultural Performing Arts Competitions was held at the hall of the Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development, here, at 10 am today, attended by Patron of the Leading Committee for the competitions Vice-President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar Dr Sai Mauk Kham.

Also present on the occasion were Chairman of the Leading Committee Union Minister for Information and for Culture U Kyaw Hsan, Leading Committee members Union ministers, deputy ministers, departmental heads, wellwishers and guests.

Speaking on the occasion, Vice-President Dr Sai Mauk Kham said that respective work committee and subcommittees have held coordination meetings and made necessary preparations for organizing the 18th Myanmar Traditional Cultural Performing Arts Competitions.

As it is the first time competition of its kind in the time of the newly-formed government, complete preparations are to be made for holding the competition on a grander scale. Moreover, prizes in the competitions are to be raised in line with the changing situation. Therefore, the cash donation ceremony was held with the participation of wellwishers under the leadership of the State. As perpetual existence of sovereignty of a nation and a national is interrelated with long-term existence of their culture and tradition, the Republic of the Union of Myanmar will manage the tasks to hand down Myanmar cultural heritage to its new generations.

(See page 5)
Guard against danger of narcotic drugs

Nowadays, Myanmar is striving for elimination of narcotic drugs through three strategies namely supply reduction, demand reduction and law enforcement.

Narcotic drug poses a grave threat not only to Myanmar but also to the global people. So she has been combating narcotic drugs for many decades.

In its fight against the drug, Myanmar has been taking steps for improvement the socio-economic status of local people in poppy cultivated areas. With this end in view, cultivation of poppy substitute crops, seeking of markets for those crops and bringing about better transport are being introduced so that poppy growers can generate their income.

All the people are to make utmost efforts for exposing and preventing illegal import of chemical precursors to be used in production of narcotic drugs from neighbouring countries through various forms and routes.

Educative talks are to be geared up for prevention against impacts of HIV/AIDS caused by drug abuse. Similar talks are to be held at universities, colleges and basic education schools to disseminate knowledge about danger of narcotic drugs to the youths.

While focusing on educative and organizing works in eradicating narcotic drugs, the entire people are to harmoniously participate in programmes on eradication of production, eradication of drug users and combating drug production.
France nuclear blast kills one, no leaks

BEIJING, 13 Sept—
An explosion at a furnace at the Centraco nuclear waste treatment facility in southern France has killed one person and injured four others. France’s nuclear safety watchdog, says no radioactive material has leaked outside the site. The blast took place amid rising concern over nuclear safety in the wake of Japan’s Fukushima disaster. Luckily, the accident in France was contained with the furnace. France’s nuclear safety authorities say no radioactive material or chemicals contaminated the interior or exterior of the site. Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet, French Ecology Minister said, “There were no radioactive leaks outside the site, and there is no risk of radiation leaking outside. None of the detectors on the inside or outside have found anything. I went into the command room a short while ago and saw the monitoring screen and the detectors. Everything was normal. And there was no radioactive leaks outside the site, and there is no risk of radiation leaking outside.”

Pirates kill crew member after hijacking French yacht

SANA’a, 13 Sept—
Pirates killed a crew member on board a French sailing yacht when they hijacked the vessel earlier this week, the European Union Naval Force Somalia (EU NAVFOR) confirmed on Saturday. A second crew member has now been rescued.

EU NAVFOR Commander Harrie Harrison said one of its warships responded to a distress call on Thursday and located the French sailing yacht Tribal Kat off the coast of Yemen. “At that time and following an inspection of the yacht, the crew could not be found,” Harrison said.

On Saturday, the Spanish warship Galicia located and trailed a pirate skiff which was suspected to have carried out the attack on the Tribal Kat. “SPS Galicia then forced the skiff to stop,” Harrison said. “One of the crew members was released safely and all of the suspect criminals were detained.”

According to EU NAVFOR, the second crew member which was on board the Tribal Kat is believed to have been killed when the pirates boarded the yacht. His or her body has not yet been recovered. Harrison did not provide the nationalities of the crew members, but both are believed to be French.

Russia’s new attack submarine starts sea trials

ST PETERSBURG, 13 Sept—Russia’s first Graney class nuclear-powered attack submarine set course Monday for scheduled sea trials, the Sevmash shipyard said.

The Severodvinsk has been under construction at the Sevmash yard in northern Russia since 1993 and was launched in June last year after numerous delays due to financing problems. The submarine is expected to enter service with the Russian Navy by the end of this year.

Graney class nuclear submarines are designed to launch a variety of long-range cruise missiles (up to 5,000 km), with conventional or nuclear warheads, and effectively engage submarines, surface warships and land-based targets.

The submarine’s armament includes 24 cruise missiles and eight torpedo launchers, as well as mines and anti-ship missiles.

The second vessel of the Graney class, the Kazan, is being built at Sevmash while the construction of the third submarine will begin this year. The Russian Navy plans to receive up to 10 Graney class submarines by 2020.
Malaria report sees near-zero deaths by end of 2015

LONDON, 13 Sept—The world has made impressive progress against malaria in the past 10 years, increasing optimism that an end to the killer mosquito-borne disease could be in sight, a World Health Organization-backed report said on Monday.

Deaths from malaria have fallen by an estimated 38 percent in the past 10 years with 43 countries—11 of them in Africa—cutting malaria cases or deaths by 50 percent, reversing the previous decade’s trend and saving more than a million lives.

The progress, partly due to a substantial increase in funding for fighting malaria, means deaths from the disease could be brought down to near zero by the end of 2015, the report by the Roll Back Malaria (RBM) partnership said.

The WHO, which helped set up the RBM partnership, has also said the world can stop malaria deaths by 2015 if massive investment is made to ramp up control measures, but this is seen by some experts as an ambitious target.

RBM also aims to reduce global malaria cases by 75 percent by the end of 2015 from the levels seen in 2000, and eliminate malaria in 10 more countries. Total eradication of the parasitic disease, which is spread through the bites of infected mosquitoes and threatens around half the world’s population, is still a long way off. Some think it could take another 40 to 50 years.

“The results of the past decade exceed what anyone could have predicted and prove that malaria control is working,” Robert New-man, director of WHO’s global malaria programme, said in a statement released alongside the report.

According to the WHO, the number deaths from malaria worldwide dropped to 781,000 in 2009 from nearly a million in 2000. But there are still around 225 million cases a year and the disease remains endemic in 106 countries.—Reuters

Fish oil may hinder chemotherapy

AMSTERDAM, 13 Sept—Fatty acids found in fish oil supplements may block chemotherapy from attacking tumors and patients should stop taking them, said a study by Dutch researchers on Monday.

Fish oil supplements of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids are sold worldwide, and are touted by manufacturers as a way to boost heart and brain health. However, researchers at The Netherlands’ University Medical Centre Utrecht report in the journal Cancer Cell that two types of fatty acids, known as platinate-induced fatty acids or PIPAs, were shown to block one type of chemotherapy from working in animal tests.

“Whilst waiting for the results of further research, we currently recommend that these products should not be used whilst people are undergoing chemotherapy,” said Professor Emile Voest, a medical oncologist at UMC Utrecht.
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In reviewing relationship between Myanmar and the world, alien culture like a strong current that is eroding the various kinds of materials along its course infiltrates into many countries and nationals rapidly.

In the process of globalization, all the citizens need to protect their countries and preserve their traditional culture as a national duty.

Being a member of the ASEAN, 10 countries of ASEAN Community will face influence of cultures from neighbouring countries with practising of free migration, free economic investment, free flow of information and free migration of skilled workers in 2015.

Moreover, it is possible to face influences of big and populous countries which are partners in the ASEAN+3 through economic, education and culture sectors. It is necessary to make preparations carefully for preservation of owned culture.

Generally, culture is daily life style of country and national including meals, food style, clothes and costume, residential standards, professions, languages, religions, literature and fine arts during the period from cradle to grave.

Therefore, it is necessary to control the wide range of traditional culture with slipshod spirit.

The national races and cultures have exchanged the well-being together with maestros and contributors of the competitions for holding the competitions on a grander scale and invited them to donate again.

The Vice-President accepted K 30 million donated by Zay Gabar Co. K 10 million each by Jade Dragon Co and Nay Pyi Taw Development Committee, K 15 million by Yangon City Development Committee and K 5 million by Kanbawza Bank Limited and presented certificates of honour to them.

Chairman of the Leading Committee Union Minister U Kyaw Hsan accepted K 3 million each by Original Group Co Ltd, A-1 Construction Co and Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries; K 15.5 million by Htoo Co Ltd and K 2 million by Environmental Conservation and Forestry Ministry and gave certificates of honour to them.

Leading Committee members Union Minister for Construction U Khin Maung Myint, Union Minister for Transport U Nyan Tun Aung, Union Minister for Communications, Posts and Telegraphs U Thein Tun, Union Minister for Education Dr Mya Aye, Union Minister for Energy U Than Htay, Chairman of the Fund Raising, Awarding and Prize Presentation Subcommittee Deputy Minister for National Planning and Economic Development Dr Kan Zaw and Secretary of the Leading Committee Deputy Minister for Culture Daw Sanda Khin accepted K 141,350,000 by wellwishers including K 2 million each by Shweaung Development Co and ACE Construction Co Ltd, K 1.1 million by Ministry of Mines, K 1 million each by Ministry of Finance and Revenue, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, Ministry of Construction, Ministry of Information, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Energy, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Hotels and Tourism, Ministry of Sports, Tourism and Recreation, Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development and Secretary of the Leading Committee.

Myanmar can stand tall of traditional culture with confidence in the border area.

In conclusion, all the citizens are to safeguard perpetual existence of traditional culture as national duty.

Myanmar is the jewel of ASEAN and the world, alien culture must not destroy their traditional culture as an asset to be kept by this country.

Generally, culture is all the activities of man that are necessary to make preparation for future as well as for present age.

In conclusion, all the citizens are to safeguard all the values of culture that is eroding the various kinds of materials along its course infiltrates into many countries and nationals rapidly.

In the process of globalization, all the citizens need to protect their countries and preserve their traditional culture as a national duty.

Furthermore, culture is a national duty.

Furthermore, culture is a national duty.

Furthermore, culture is a national duty.

Furthermore, culture is a national duty.

Furthermore, culture is a national duty.
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Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999.

It was a significant achievement that Myanmar joined the Association of South-East Asian Nations on 23-7-1997. ASEAN is making preparation for processes of the ASEAN Political and Security Community, the ASEAN Economic Community and the ASEAN Social and Cultural Committee to be established in 2015.

The Greater Mekong Sub-Region Cooperation, among six GMS members Cambodia, People’s Republic of China, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam commenced in 1992, and the GMS Summit was held in Nay Pyi Taw on 19 and 20 December 2011.

On 25-8-1997, Myanmar joined the BIMSTEC-Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation. The BIMSTEC is undertaking 14 cooperation tasks. Of them, Myanmar is taking the role of leading country in realizing the energy sector and the agro-industry sector. Myanmar will host the BIMSTEC Summit in February 2012.

Myanmar is actively taking part in all sectors of the ACMECS-Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy. On 12-11-2003, the meeting of heads of government of Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand was held in Bagan and issued the Bagan declaration and future tasks.

The Asia Cooperation Dialogue-ACD was formed with 18 member countries in 2002 with a view to exchanging concepts and experiences among ACD member countries through dialogue to establish it with writer and declaration like that of ASEAN and contributing to cooperation tasks among the Asian countries with the use of strength ASEAN. The foreign ministers’ level meeting is held regularly for seeking the ways for promoting the cooperation in common interest of Asian countries.

SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established on 8-12-1985. Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999. Myanmar is taking the role of leading country in realizing the energy sector and the agro-industry sector. Myanmar will host the BIMSTEC Summit in February 2012.

Myanmar is actively taking part in all sectors of the ACMECS-Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy. On 12-11-2003, the meeting of heads of government of Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand was held in Bagan and issued the Bagan declaration and future tasks.

The Asia Cooperation Dialogue-ACD was formed with 18 member countries in 2002 with a view to exchanging concepts and experiences among ACD member countries through dialogue to establish it with writer and declaration like that of ASEAN and contributing to cooperation tasks among the Asian countries with the use of strength ASEAN. The foreign ministers’ level meeting is held regularly for seeking the ways for promoting the cooperation in common interest of Asian countries.

SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established on 8-12-1985. Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999.

Myanmar is taking the role of leading country in realizing the energy sector and the agro-industry sector. Myanmar will host the BIMSTEC Summit in February 2012.

Myanmar is actively taking part in all sectors of the ACMECS-Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy. On 12-11-2003, the meeting of heads of government of Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand was held in Bagan and issued the Bagan declaration and future tasks.

The Asia Cooperation Dialogue-ACD was formed with 18 member countries in 2002 with a view to exchanging concepts and experiences among ACD member countries through dialogue to establish it with writer and declaration like that of ASEAN and contributing to cooperation tasks among the Asian countries with the use of strength ASEAN. The foreign ministers’ level meeting is held regularly for seeking the ways for promoting the cooperation in common interest of Asian countries.

SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established on 8-12-1985. Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999.

Myanmar is taking the role of leading country in realizing the energy sector and the agro-industry sector. Myanmar will host the BIMSTEC Summit in February 2012.

Myanmar is actively taking part in all sectors of the ACMECS-Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy. On 12-11-2003, the meeting of heads of government of Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand was held in Bagan and issued the Bagan declaration and future tasks.

The Asia Cooperation Dialogue-ACD was formed with 18 member countries in 2002 with a view to exchanging concepts and experiences among ACD member countries through dialogue to establish it with writer and declaration like that of ASEAN and contributing to cooperation tasks among the Asian countries with the use of strength ASEAN. The foreign ministers’ level meeting is held regularly for seeking the ways for promoting the cooperation in common interest of Asian countries.

SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established on 8-12-1985. Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999.

Myanmar is taking the role of leading country in realizing the energy sector and the agro-industry sector. Myanmar will host the BIMSTEC Summit in February 2012.

Myanmar is actively taking part in all sectors of the ACMECS-Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy. On 12-11-2003, the meeting of heads of government of Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand was held in Bagan and issued the Bagan declaration and future tasks.

The Asia Cooperation Dialogue-ACD was formed with 18 member countries in 2002 with a view to exchanging concepts and experiences among ACD member countries through dialogue to establish it with writer and declaration like that of ASEAN and contributing to cooperation tasks among the Asian countries with the use of strength ASEAN. The foreign ministers’ level meeting is held regularly for seeking the ways for promoting the cooperation in common interest of Asian countries.

SAARC—the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established on 8-12-1985. Despite joining the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, Myanmar withdrew from the NAM due to its ignorance. As Myanmar firmly believes that NAM will contribute much towards not only developing countries but also itself, Myanmar rejoined the NAM in September 1999.
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More funds will be demanded for national health plans, research and development tasks, opening and upgrading hospitals in regions and states, opening of new station hospitals and rural health centres, providing hospital equipment and medicines and building extended structures.

As two Hluttaw representatives raised two questions, Union Minister for Electric Power No. 2 U Khin Maung Soe replied to them.

U Thurein Zaw of Kawkareik Constituency said that if electricity can be supplied to Kawkareik of Kayin State through power grid, factories and workshops can be established to solve jobless problems. If power line is installed, the facility can be connected with Thaon-Hpa-an-Mawlamyine power grid. He asked whether there is a plan to supply electricity to the local people through power grid. The Union Minister replied that to a total of 1463 people are being supplied with electricity with the use of two 860 KVA Skoda engines and one 100 KVA Skoda engine. Depending on prospects of generating more volume of electricity in the future and development of the border region, a plan has been set to supply electricity of 230 KV power grid from Thaon to Kawkareik. The plan will comprise installation of 85 miles long 230 KV Thaon-Kawkareik power grid, and construction of 230/66 KV and 100 MVA power stations in Kawkareik. Moreover, a plan has been set to supply electricity from Kawkareik to Myawady.

U Kyaw Myint of Nawngkhio Constituency said that although electricity for Nawngkhio of Shan State (North) is being supplied through PyinOoLwin Power Station, power supply to 196 villages cannot enjoy fruits of power supply and the power station is built in Nawngkhio, electricity can be supplied to factories, regiments and units, and some rural areas. Therefore, he asked whether there is a plan to build a sub-power station in Nawngkhio. The Union Minister replied that Nawngkhio Township is being supplied electricity through PyinOoLwin Power Station, power line from 33 KV power line of PyinOoLwin Power Station, 21.5 miles long 111KV power line from 5 MVA Kyunthanb Sub-power station. A total of 25 11 KV transformers are operating and they have 3680 KVA installed capacity. While adopting the special projects to extend supply of electricity in conformity with increasing amount of electricity in the State power network, plans are underway to supply more electricity to various regions. A plan will be laid down for construction of one sub-power station for the local people in coming fiscal year.

The Chairman of the Bill Committee submitted the Bill Amending the Amyotha Hluttaw Election Law and the Bill Amending the Region or State Hluttaw Election Law sent by the Amyotha Hluttaw with approvals.

Regarding the bills, amendments to two bills of the Bill Committee’s report were made. The amendments to the Bill to submit the proposal to amend and the Hluttaw sought the approval for the amendment of the whole bill in accord with the Pyithu Hluttaw Rule 159, sub-rule (d). The proposals to seek the approval of the Hluttaw in accordance with the amendment of Pyithu Hluttaw Bill No. 148, 23 June 2011 for the Bill to amend Amyotha Hluttaw Election Law which was approved by Amyotha Hluttaw and the Bill to amend Region or State Hluttaw Election Law which was approved as the Hluttaw decided to support.

In the session of holding discussions on the proposal, U Pom Khant In of Tiddim Constituency, U Than Lein of Mindat Constituency, Defence Services Personnel Representative Maj Tun Tun Oo, U Khin Lein of Falam Constituency, U Khin Maung Yi (a) U Khaing Maung Yi of Ahlon Constituency and U Thani Myint of Salangyi Constituency discussed the proposal. “poverty alleviation in Chin State” submitted on 9 September by U Aung Ko of Thura U Aung Kyaw Hlaing Constituency and seconded the proposal that measures should be taken for development of ecotourism, adequate supply of electricity, development of livestock breeding based businesses and production of Chin State Orchids on a commercial scale and eradication of slash-and-burn farming.

Regarding the proposal, Deputy Minister for Agriculture and Irrigation U Ohn Than, Union Minister for Livestock and Fisheries U Tin Naing Thein, Union Minister for Environmental Conservation and Forestry U Win Tun, Union Minister for Electric Power No (2) U Khin Maung Soe and Deputy Minister for Hotels and Tourism U Htay Aung took part in discussions.

The A&d deputy minister said that the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation implemented Farmland Reclamation in 11640 acres of power stations as a State Development plan from 2003-2004. Up to the end of July 2011-12, 6783 acres of farmland have been reclaimed in Chin State so far. Up to 2010-11, 20400 acres were put under tea plantations. The ministry distributed tea seeds worth K 123.762 million free of charge from 2000-01 to 2010-11. The minister has a responsibility for implementation of Agriculture Sector Development Task of Eight Rural Development Tasks. Works are being undertaken for development of agri-businesses in underdeveloped regions and dissemination of environmentally-friendly agricultural methods through educational talks.

Perennial saplings are being distributed from Kyawbok, Bawkhwre, Lonpe and Rayado farms. It will be implemented for Chin State with poor transport in transporting crop outputs after treating raw materials to processed goods. It is necessary to transfer processing methods so as to promote domestic and foreign markets and to contribute regional development.

Scientific agricultural methods are being rendered through courses.

Matriculation examination-passed 26 students from Chin State were chosen to join the University of Agriculture. Chin State is a region where various kinds of herbal orchids grow well. It is required to distribute rare and marketable orchids which are suitable for the region through tissue culture and to encourage farmers in orchid growing on a managerial scale so as to be able to export in accord with the law. As a result, rural region development can be realized. For rural region development and poverty alleviation plans for development of agricultural production sector will be carried out depending on availability of funds.

Union Minister U Tin Naing Thein said that Myanmar Livestock Breeding and Fisheries Development Bank loaned K 100 million in August 2003 for the first time, K 50 million in July 2006 for the second time and K 150 million for the third time to breeders for development of Myanamg breeding in Chin State.

With the aim of ensuring development of livestock breeding-based businesses, the central committee for rural region development and poverty alleviation formulated a plan for development of livestock breeding and fish production subcommittee and State/Region subcommittees for development of fish and meat production. Plans were laid down and are being implemented. Only with commercial production by myanamg breeding group, pig breeding group and goat breeding group, will the economy develop. It is necessary to render necessary financial assistance and technologies to the groups. Arrangements are being made to implement the plans in cooperation with the State government and departments concerned.

Union Minister U Win Tun said that it is recorded that there are 109 species of orchid at Natmaunga National Garden. Among them, 17 species of orchid are valuable herbal ones. Species of orchid are at the verge of extinction due to extraction of rare species of orchid from the forest and illegal trading. Forest Department is organizing local people to engage in plant propagation in order to protect wild orchids from extinction and is encouraging orchid growing on a managerial scale in cooperation with the State government.

Theoretical and practical lessons on orchid propagation were given to local people of Heelaung village in Mindat Township, Ye Laung Pan and Okpo villages in Kanpetlet Township after inviting experts from Queen Sirikit Botanical Garden in Chiang Mai of Thailand. Trainers will be sent to Queen Sirikit Botanical Garden in December to study orchid propagation in practical so as to be able to share their knowledge to local people of Natmaunga region.

Forest Department is conducting a research project for conservation of valuable and rare herbal species of plant and orchid in cooperation with JICA and Makino Botanical Garden.

Under the procedures of the project, there is a plan to send a staff of the department to Kasesart University in Thailand so as to be able to study orchid propagation through tissue culture. Arrangements are being made to conduct orchid propagation courses for local people continuously at Natmaunga National Garden in cooperation with Makino Botanical Garden.

Union Minister U Khin Maung Soe said that 11 state/district/township/sub- townships/town/women’s engineering offices offices were opened in Haka, Falam, Tiddim, Tonanzong, Thanlant, Kyikha, Reedhorda, Mindat, Matupi, Kanpetlet and Rezwa in order to supply electricity to Chin State which has not received electricity from national grid yet. The whole state enjoys electricity through 23 generators. The State spends 3640 gallons of fuel per month. Kanpetlet, Rezwa, Thanlant, Reedhorda and Kyikha enjoy electricity two-hour a day through generators. Six townships—Haka, Falam, Tiddim, Tonanzong, Mindat and Matupi—with hydropower plants enjoy 24-hour electricity during the seven period from July to January a year and the plants generates electricity for six hours in combination with generators in the remaining months.

Installation of 30-mile 66 KV power line from Kyaw to Gangaw and construction of related subpower stations are in progress in 2011-12 fiscal year. Besides, 60-mile Gangaw-Haka 66 KV power line, 90-mile Haka-Falam-Thaingngin-Kalay-Kalewa 66 KV power line, 70-mile Kalay-Tamu 66 KV power line.
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line, 35-mile Pauk-Mindat 66 KV power line, 110-mile Mindat-Matupi 66 KV power line and related subpower stations are under construction as special projects. Upon completion of the projects, Haka, Falum and Thaninthong will be supplied with electricity through national power grid. Then electricity will be distributed to Tiddim, Tonanzang and Kyikha from Thaninthong.

Upon completion of Lemyo Hydropower Project and Saadin Hydropower Project, electricity will be distributed to Paletwa of Chin State through Kyauktaw of Rakhine State. On completing Pauk-Mindat-Matupi power line, electricity will be distributed to Paletwa of Chin State through Saw of Magway. The ministry is implementing special projects for extension of power supply system to be suitable with amount of electricity surplus distributed by national power grid. It is planned to implement the abovementioned projects for supply of electricity to townships in Chin State through national power grid. As the projects are under the long-term plan, local people will enjoy electricity within a short period of time if local authorities find ways and means for establishment of small and medium scale hydropower plants.

Deputy Minister U Htay Aung said that electrification is one of the kinds of tourism industry. In Myanmar, there are 21 destinations for ecotourism which are under projection of the Ministry of Natural Resources, Environmental Conservation and Forestry. Among them, some are natural resources of Chin State.

Electrification is based in Natmatuang region, south of Chin State, in order to study natural resources of Chin State. Natmatuang region is packed with tourists yearly. It is necessary to make necessary arrangements for services to be given to the tourists who visit ecotourism-based destinations in northern part of Chin State. A group comprising entrepreneurs led by an official of the ministry made a field trip to northern part of Chin State in May 2011 and they held discussions on drawing travel plan and management matters with local authorities. With better transport in Chin State, measures will be taken to develop ecotourism in northern part of the state and it is required for all organizations to try hard for development ecotourism systematically.

As the proposal of Thura U Aung Ko was not needed to vote through, it is decided that Hluttaw recorded the proposal and related ministries and organizations would go with a swing to implement it as recorded.

Regarding the proposal submitted on 9 September by U Nyi Lay (a) U Kyi Tha of Kaw Constituency for forming of committees for rural electrification committees and promulgation of Rural Electrification Act at central and region/state level, U Soe Aung of Thegon Constituency, U Sai Thida Kyaw (a) U Sai Hat of Mongyal Constituency, U Ohn Ngwe of Myaungme Constituency, U Aye Maung of Blawlake Constituency and U Chi Hlaing of Kyaukpyoe Constituency discussed that electrification denotes socioeconomic development of rural people and approved the proposal.

For 2011-2012 financial year, US $54.12 million (K 67.66 billion) was earmarked for construction of national grids and main power stations. As the construction of national grids and main power stations calls for huge amount of money and is not enough with local currency, measures are to be taken for availability of foreign loans.

It is found that as the villages not only in Myanmar but also across the world are away from electricity supply sources, they have to harness other energy sources to get electricity. To enjoy electricity, those villages may tap diesel/gasoline-fired generators, small-scale hydropower generators, solar power, wind power, husk/coconutshell/sugarcane waste/cocktail palm-fired generators, biogas-fired generators.

As such measures need large sum of money, it is difficult for local people on those villages have access to motor roads and a self-reliant basis. They need to set up capital investment. Electrification plans will be able to be implemented if required capital investment is available.

It is found that the villages to which electricity of the State cannot be supplied have made arrangements for accessibility of electricity with technical and cash assistance of foreign organizations while they cannot touch the electricity. Nowadays, the State has been engaging in rural development and poverty alleviation tasks in all seriousness, adopting eight main tasks. Prescribing “rural energy development task” in the eight main tasks highlights implementation of “task for ensuring of electricity in villages”.

If the far-flung rural regions located away from electricity supply of the State and the villages that cannot use electricity make preparations for electrification, it will take a long time. If measures are taken for promulgation of Rural Electrification Act like the United States of America (or) forming of Rural Electrification Board like India and Bangladesh, the State will be able to implement the task for rural electrification by disbursing loan with low interest rate and with the assistance of NGOs and other local and foreign private companies.

Hluttaw then approved the proposal of U Nyi Lay (a) U Kyi Tha. Seventeenth-day second regular session ended at 4 pm and eighteenth-day session continues at 10 am tomorrow.
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Long Zathapyin-Chaungmawkhla road in Mon State from 1997-1998 fiscal year to 2010-2011 fiscal year spending K 536.2 million out of border regions development fund and fund of the Ministry of Construction; that to ensure that vehicles can run on the road for all seasons, 160- furlong long Pyaung creek-crossing bridge No.1 and 60-6 furlong Pabaung creek-crossing bridge No. 2 will be repaired using K 26.5 million out of border regions development fund and severely damaged road sections between 32 miles and six furlongs long gravel road from Kyungho to Phayaphon will be repaired using K 20 million granted by Development Affairs Department.

The Union Minister continued that his ministry is upgrading 120-f long bridge No.2(242) and 140-f long bridge No. (223) on Phayaphon-Chaungmawkhla earth road section into concrete one maintaining other seven wooden bridges and road sections in this fiscal year; that Union government is repairing roads and bridges in this fiscal year and will continue doing so in the coming fiscal years based on allocation of funds.

In his reply to question of U Manar Saung of Rakheine State Constituency No (4) about “if there is a plan to construct inter-village road and bridge on the right bank of Laymyo River in Minpya Township and the estimated for implementation if the government has such a plan”, the Union Minister said that the Union government has given priority for smooth transportation in villages on the right bank of Minpya township, Rakheine State and with K 123.976 million—K 4.5 million out of border regions development fund and K 119.476 million out of fund of the township development affairs committee was used up to 2010-2011 fiscal year for construction of two miles and three furlongs long gravel road from Kinseik to Cheikdaung with three bridges on it, two miles and four furlongs long gravel road from Cheikdaung to Hsingyipyin with two bridges on it, seven furlongs long section and 1 mile and seven furlongs long gravel section from Minbya to Zibingyi, one bridge and 20 conduits from Ngapye to Panmyaung Village, seven furlongs gravel section from Ngapukwa to Napaechaung, seven furlongs long gravel section from Yangon-Sittway motor road to Ngapukwa Village, three furlongs long gravel road in Nadin Village, two bridges in Myina Village, three furlongs earthen section from Cheikdaung-Htaunkchea Ferry to Ngapukwa and two bridges on it and one mile and four furlongs long gravel road linking Yangon-Sittway motor road with Kyetma Village.

The Union Minister added that Minbya Township Development Affairs Committee has planned to construct one mile and four furlongs long road section linking Yangon-Sittway motor road on the right bank of Laymyo River and two furlongs long section of Kyaukpyoe Constituency in K 215 million for construction and maintenance of rural roads and bridges in 2011-2012 fiscal year and in the years to come, such as the transportation because of the creeks that are under construction as special projects.

As such measures need large sum of money, it is difficult for local people on those villages have access to motor roads and a self-reliant basis. They need to set up capital investment. Electrification plans will be able to be implemented if required capital investment is available.

It is found that the villagers to which electricity of the State cannot be supplied have made arrangements for accessibility of electricity with technical and cash assistance of foreign organizations while they cannot touch the electricity. Nowadays, the State has been engaging in rural development and poverty alleviation tasks in all seriousness, adopting eight main tasks. Prescribing “rural energy development task” in the eight main tasks highlights implementation of “task for ensuring of electricity in villages”.

If the far-flung rural regions located away from electricity supply of the State and the villages that cannot use electricity make preparations for electrification, it will take a long time. If measures are taken for promulgation of Rural Electrification Act like the United States of America (or) forming of Rural Electrification Board like India and Bangladesh, the State will be able to implement the task for rural electrification by disbursing loan with low interest rate and with the assistance of NGOs and other local and foreign private companies.

Hluttaw then approved the proposal of U Nyi Lay (a) U Kyi Tha.

Seventeenth-day second regular session ended at 4 pm and eighteenth-day session continues at 10 am tomorrow.

Nga
Second regular session of First Amyotha Hluttaw…

(from page 8)

The Union Minister replied that for regional development of Kanpetlet Township has minority, spending K 123.61 million—92.92 million of border regions development fund and 30.69 million of Township Development Affairs fund till the 2010-2011 fiscal year. He has constructed 52 miles long Kanpetlet-Kyindein earthen road, three miles and four furlongs long Kanpetlet-Yelaungsan earthen road, eight miles and two furlongs long Longle-Rawel earthen road, 13 miles long Kyindein-Hmucheindein earthen road, 70-ft long Heinba creek suspension bridge, 400-ft long Sone suspension bridge in Karai Village, 300-ft long Mong Creek bridge in Aukant Village and 214-ft long Mong Creek-crossing bridge. Kanpetlet Township Development Affairs Committee is not in a position to construct rural roads and bridges, and thus Development Affairs department will grant K 20 million for this fiscal year for construction of the rural roads and the bridges in the township.

The Union minister added that inter-villages road will be constructed in Kanpetlet Township with allocation of the Development Affairs Department this year, but the township development affairs committee has no sufficient fund and annual projected construction of rural roads and bridges will be carried out with border regions development fund under the arrangement of Implementation for Development of Border regions and National Races Central Committee.

U Har Shein Bwe of Chin State Constitution No. (8) asked whether the border areas national races youth development training schools are opened in consideration of education for national youths in remote and underdeveloped border regions with poor transportation and the State Budget operates nine schools in Chin State and asked for admission of needy, bright youths of any races and religions to those schools.

In his reply, the Union Minister said that 29 border regions national races youth development training schools are opened in consideration of education for national youths in remote and underdeveloped border regions with poor transportation and the State Budget operates nine schools in Chin State and was upgrading roads and states and 73 % of its population was the poorest one among the regions.

In 2011-12 fiscal year, Sittway Township Development Affairs Department was upgrading roads, three concrete bridges, maintaining seven concrete bridges, and bridges and building two new conduits. The department had a plan to upgrade main roads in Sittway in the next fiscal year depending on the budget of the department.

U Paul Htun Htai of Chin State constitution No.3 said that Chin State was the poorest one among the regions and states and 73 % of its population was living in poverty and asked the Union minister whether the State Budget operates nine schools in Chin State and was upgrading roads and states in Sittway in the next fiscal year depending on the budget of the department.

The Union Minister replied that in accordance the UN’s framework to reduce poverty in the world by half by 2015, and states and 73 % of its population was the poorest one among the regions.

As part of efforts for development of transportation sector in Chin State, the Union Government had reached a step to ink the MoU on construction of the 80.178 km long Tiddim-Rede at the cost of US$70 million with the help of Indian government. The project was expected to complete by the end of 2014, he said. The Union Government had designated the Chin State as a special region and had placed emphasis on development of the transportation sector in the state.

As part of efforts for development of transportation sector in Chin State, the Union Government had reached a step to ink the MoU on construction of the 80.178 km long Tiddim-Rede at the cost of US$70 million with the help of Indian government. The project was expected to complete by the end of 2014, he said. The Union Government had designated the Chin State as a special region and had placed emphasis on development of the transportation sector in the state.

After the construction works, chlorinated water will be able to supply up to 0.11 million gallons a day to three wards in Paletwa.

U Hsun Dote Kyint of Chin State Constitution No. 6 asked question.—MNA

Chin State, he said.

Regarding the second question, he said that the reasons why Chin State was impoverished were being far-flung hilly areas and difficulty accessibility to the state. Therefore, the Union Government had placed emphasis on the transportation in Chin State and was upgrading roads and bridges in the state.

The Ministry of Border Affairs had made to set aside 100 million kyats for one group for the fish breeding sector and one group for the fish breeding sector and one group for the fish breeding sector.

As part of the cooperation between the international organizations and the Ministry of Border Affairs, 3328 tons of rice provided by the WFP for the 2011 fiscal year was distributed to far-flung areas in Paletwa.

In his answer to the question, the Union Minister said to supply water to the people in Paletwa, Paletwa Township Development Affairs pumped water from the Kipsanadi River to the 20,000 gallon tank, laid 10,500 ft long pipe and constructed a reservoir which has a storage capacity of 4600 gallons to store water from Thinthay Creek Waterfall and had fulfilled 73 per cent of the town’s water requirement.

Budget allocation of Paletwa Township Development Affairs Committee of the Ministry of Border Affairs for 2011-2012 fiscal year amounts for K 57 million, and K 2.8 million was earmarked for civil and water supply tasks. As budget allocation did not meet extension of civil water supply task, arrangements will be made for construction of one 20,000 gallon silting tank, substitution of 5670-foot long PVC pipeline which has four inches in diameter and extension of 5100-foot PVC pipe which three inches in diameter with K 13 million assisted by Development Affairs Department (HQ), four million by township development affairs committee, totaling K 17 million.

After the construction works, chlorinated water will be able to supply up to 0.11 million gallons a day to three wards in Paletwa.

U Hsun Dote Kyint of Chin State Constitution No. 6 in his question said that as 12-mile long Zaungkaung-Mwabin Road linking Kalay-Falam Road and Mwabin Village is earthen facility, it causes difficulty in the raining season. As Mwabin Bridge (a) Manipura Suspension Bridge does not have enough strength, loaded jeeps cannot be allowed to pass through. He asked whether there is a plan to build Zaungkaung-Mwabin Road an all-season serviceable facility and repair Mwabin Bridge (a) Manipura Suspension Bridge as soon as possible.

A total of K 44.7 million of Border Area Development Fund was drawn on construction and maintenance of 500-metre-long Tonzang-Kyikka Road, 31-mile-long Tiddim-Rede earthen road, eight-mile-long Tiddim-Hotehlaiing gravel road, five-mile-long Zaungkaung-Lay-doth-Lainkhaing Road, 36-mile-long Dawal-Spany-Zezan.

(See page 10)
Weather roads which need annual repair in the 2010-2011 fiscal year and the road Mongpyin-Matman Road was launched of the remaining section 73 mile long Mandalay-Taunggyi-Mongpyin-Matman Road. Panghsan-Matman Road and the 257 mile 343 mile long Hopang-Lashio-Tangyang-Taunggyi-Mongpyin-Matman Road, the Hopang and Matman such as the 804 mile The main roads which can access to had injected 4809 million kyats to the launch the plan it had the plan. Roads, and when the ministry would established and Matman and to Suspension Bridge to upgrade it so that it Races in 2012-1013 fiscal year. According to all-season serviceable gravel road, plans for Zaungkaung-Laydot-Mwabin to an all-season gravel road, projects will be implemented with the budget allotted in each fiscal year. Regarding the second question, Matman Sub-Township Development Committee has the committee with no fund. Salaries and office expense are provided annually by State Assistance Fund. It has planned to pave one-mile gravel road in downtown area in Matman Sub-Township with K 20 million out of the cash assistance of Development Affairs Department of the Ministry of Border Affairs in 2011-2012 fiscal year. Regarding the plan to implement inter-village roads in the Sub-Township, the Union government will ask Border Areas and National Races Development Implementation Central Committee for border areas development fund in coming years. Hluttaw Representatives Maj Naing Naiang Win, U Win Naing Shein, Dr Tin Shwe, Dr Khin Maung Lay, Dr Hu Thein and Dr Win Myint Aung discussed the proposal “urging the Union government to form a scholar group to fairly settle healthcare disputes” submitted yesterday by Dr Soe Tun of Mandalay Region Constituency (1). They seconded the proposal, citing many government hospitals, private hospitals and clinics have emerged now. As medical treatments have advanced, people are well-informed with medical knowledge. Patients are lodging complaints, seeking compensation, and filing lawsuits against the healthcare providers. Those conflicts between doctors and patients are due to weaknesses from both sides. Healthcare providers are weak in social relation, weaknesses from both sides. Healthcare staff are too busy to listen to patients explaining about his/her illness because they are busy and caring many patients in short period of time.

Some patients fight for compensation and file lawsuits because of the instigations of medical staff. This phenomenon is an issue that needs to be handled with wrong concepts and information. The healthcare providers need honestly explain the purposes and implications of treatment so that the trust could be built between patient and doctor. For the treatment more effective, Misunderstanding, claiming compensation and lawsuits between doctors and patients will be lessened. The Myanmar Medical Protection Society, formed in United Kingdom in 1892, is dealing medical accusations and disputes over treatment. It is needed to form a scholar group which will handle healthcare disputes fairly and which is reliable by both patients and doctors. The State needs to carry out social welfare works, and study the start of the plan to implement eight commitments of the doctor and need to be sympathetic doctors. The patients need to realize knowledge, experience, goodwill and treatments of doctors. If doctors are to blame, the fine reputation of Myanmar society will be damaged. Hospitals and clinics are to provide accurate treatment, and deserve and warm services. The understanding of mutual rights and obligations between the doctors and patients should be practiced. So, the health sector of Myanmar will ensure a win-win situation.

Union Minister for Health Dr Pe Thet Khin explained that it is needed to form a scholar group which will fairly settle healthcare disputes. It should be linked or under Myanmar Medical Association, a non-government organization. Fees should not be charged for membership. Volunteers or paid staff should be appointed. The Ministry of Health will provide suggestions and necessary assistances. The Hluttaw approved the proposal.

Hluttaw Representatives U Shu Maung, U Soe Myint, U Sai Kyaw Zaw Tha and U Steven Thabeik discussed the proposal “urging the Union government to form a scholar group to fairly settle healthcare disputes.” As one Hluttaw representative seconded the proposal to discuss, the Hluttaw approved the proposal to discuss. U Phone Myint Aung of Yangon Region (3) submitted the proposal “urging the Union government to appoint safety officer for prevention against accidental damages”. As one Hluttaw representative seconded the proposal to discuss, the Hluttaw approved the proposal to discuss. U Saw Ohn of Mon State Constituency (9) submitted the proposal “urging the Union government to eliminate gambling which could hurt morality in all ways including mass activity”. As one Hluttaw representative seconded the proposal to discuss, the Hluttaw approved the proposal to discuss. The 17th day second regular session of First Amyotha Hluttaw concluded at 4:10 pm and the session continues for 18th day at 10 am on 14 September, 2011 (Wednesday).

At today’s session, nine questions were raised and answered and two proposals submitted yesterday were approved and three new proposals were submitted.—MNA

Gas leaks kill 50 Britons a year

LONDON, 13 September—Carbon monoxide gas leak from faulty cookers killed 50 Britons in the last year, a government report said. Another 4,000 people across the country needed hospital treatment, the Daily Express reported Monday citing figures released by the department of Health. Central heating boilers, gas cookers and gas fires were the main reason.

More than 43 percent of gas consumers do not have their appliances checked regularly, while one in 10 never checked them. Carbon monoxide gas has no smell, colour or taste and is almost impossible to detect. So victims do not realise they are in danger until it is too late, according to the Gas Safe Register, the official registration scheme for natural gas appliance in the country.—Internet
Glow in the dark cats could help find cure for HIV

London, 13 Sept—Scientists have developed glow in the dark cats with intrinsic immunity to the feline AIDS virus to help combat the disease in cats and humans.

Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) causes AIDS in cats as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) does in people by depleting the body’s infection-fighting T-cells.

The purpose of the study was to show how a natural protein that prevents macaque monkeys developing Aids can do the same in cats.

The Mayo team of physicians, virologists, veterinarians and gene therapy researchers, along with collaborators in Japan, thus devised a way to insert effective monkey versions of them into the cat genome.

The technique is called gamete-targeted lentiviral transgenesis — essentially, inserting genes into feline oocytes (eggs) before sperm fertilization.

Succeeding with it for the first time in a carnivore, the team inserted a gene for a rhesus macaque restriction factor known to block cell infection by FIV, as well as a jellyfish gene for tracking purposes. The latter makes the offspring cats glow green.

The macaque restriction factor blocks FIV by attacking and disabling the virus’s outer shield as it tries to invade a cell.—Internet

Cambodian toddler suckles milk from cow after mum leaves him in search of work

London, 13 Sept — A toddler in Cambodia has been suckling milk directly from a cow ever since his mother left him to look for work in Thailand with his father.

Tha Sophat is 18-months-old, and his grandfather revealed that the little boy has been feeding himself this way since July after his parents left to find work after a storm destroyed the family home.

Um Oeung, the 46-year-old grandfather, with whom the youngster is staying, said that after he stopped breastfeeding from his mother, the boy became ill.

The boy watched a calf nurse from its mother, and began to do the same thing, feeding directly from the cow each day, and when Oeung tried to stop him by pulling him away, he would cry. So he let the toddler continue even after his neighbours and the local officials in the village of Phas in Siem Reap Province, about 195 miles from the capital Phnom Penh, voiced their concerns about the nursing. “They blame me and have told me not to allow him to suckle from the cow anymore. They say the boy will be ashamed when he grows up and that he will be naughty,” the Daily Mail quoted Oeung as saying.—Internet

Sea levels might rise or fall if warming continues

Washington, 13 Sept — Sea levels might rise or fall if the trend of more recent warming continues unabated, as in the past, during a period known as the Last Interglacial, they were oscillating.

The new evidence unearthed by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is based on sea level changes during a warm period about 125,000 years ago, known as the Last Interglacial.

“This was the last time that the climate was as warm as — or warmer than — today,” said WHOI geochronologist William G. Thompson, who led the study, the journal Nature Geoscience reports.

Sea levels during the Last Interglacial are known to have been about six metres (20 feet) higher, on average, than they are today.

“The real surprise is that sea levels were oscillating during this period,” said Thompson, according to a Woods Hole statement.

“If today’s ice sheets continue to melt, we may be headed for a period of ice sheet and sea-level change that is more dynamic than current observations of ice sheets suggest,” added Thompson.—Internet

A freestyle skier lands in the water while practicing on a newly opened water ramp on Okanagan Lake in Penticton, British Columbia on 10 September, 2011. Built on an old military self-propelled landing craft the new ramp helps freestyle skiers to practice during the summer months their aerials, moguls, halfpipe or slopestyle tricks before they perform them in competition on snow.—INTERNET

Britain to recycle diapers into roof tiles

London, 13 Sept—British babies use around three billion disposable diapers every year. Now a new recycling plant has opened in the country where these nappies would be turned into roof tiles and construction tubes.

Over half million tonnes of waste from disposable diapers is generated in Britain every year.

An average British baby uses 6,000 before being trained to use the potty. Each disposable diaper takes around 500 years to decompose, says the Daily Mail.

A Canadian company — Kowaste — has stepped forward to recycle around 36,000 tonnes of diapers at the first recycling facility of its kind in Britain.

The plant opened in West Bromwich, around 165 km from London.

The waste diapers will be collected from hospitals, nursing facilities and child care nurseries.—Internet

75 bodies found in Kenyan petrol fire

Beijing, 13 Sept—At least 75 bodies have been recovered after a petrol fire broke out in a densely populated slum in Nairobi, Kenya. More than 100 people are feared dead and a similar number have been taken to hospital. Many children were among the victims.

Local residents say petrol spilled from a pipeline owned by the Kenya Pipeline Company ran into a sewage dyke and caught fire, sending a wave of flame through the slum.

The head of the state-owned Pipeline Company says the gasoline leak was caused when a gasket burst due to pressure build-up in the pipe.

The cause of the explosion and fire has not been determined, though rubbish fires are common in the area.

Xinhua

Photo taken on 12 Sept, 2011 shows two red-crowned crane sculptures in the Red Beach scenic zone in Panjin, northeast China’s Liaoning Province. The number of tourists in the scenic zone exceeded 5,000 per day during the Mid-autumn festival holidays. The Red Beach is a marshland covered with saline seepweed, which turns red in autumn every year.—Xinhua

A couple struggle to walk as wind and waves lash the promenade in Saltcoats, west Scotland on 12 September, 2011.—INTERNET

Photo taken on 12 September, 2011 shows two red-crowned crane sculptures in the Red Beach scenic zone in Panjin, northeast China’s Liaoning Province. The number of tourists in the scenic zone exceeded 5,000 per day during the Mid-autumn festival holidays. The Red Beach is a marshland covered with saline seepweed, which turns red in autumn every year.—Xinhua

Photo taken on 12 Sept, 2011 shows two red-crowned crane sculptures in the Red Beach scenic zone in Panjin, northeast China’s Liaoning Province. The number of tourists in the scenic zone exceeded 5,000 per day during the Mid-autumn festival holidays. The Red Beach is a marshland covered with saline seepweed, which turns red in autumn every year.—Xinhua
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No.</th>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qtv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>12(T)11/MR(ML) (YUG)2011-2012</td>
<td>Essential Spare Parts for D.H.L(Foreign)(YUG)</td>
<td>94-Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>12(T)12/MR(ML) (ISN)2011-2012</td>
<td>Consumable Spare Parts &amp; Essential Spare Parts for D.E.L(Foreign)(ISN)</td>
<td>306 Items</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Car firms race into Frankfurt motor show**

Frankfurt, 13 Sept — As this year’s Frankfurt motor show gets under way, there are clear signs that the motor industry has come back fighting after a few difficult years. Most of the major companies continued to invest in new products during the downturn, with most of them now offering smaller, more frugal models better suited to these austere times.

The raft of exciting new models shows that there is no lack of creativity and vibrancy in the global industry at the moment,” observes IHS Automotive analysts Tim Urquhart and Ian Fletcher in a note. Frankfurt is first and foremost a showground for German carmakers, who take this show very seriously. Volkswagen Group, Europe’s largest carmaker, will kick-start the razzmatazz on Monday day with the launch of a range of new models from its nine marques that range from folky Seat and Skoda to ultra-luxurious Bentley and Bugatti.

**Turkish police seize 357 kilos of drugs in S provinces**

ANKARA, 13 Sept — The Turkish police seized a total of 357 kilos of hashish in two southern provinces on Monday, government officials said. Turkish gendarme teams launched an operation in Lice town of southeastern province of Diyarbakir and confiscated 334 kilos of hashish.

One person was wanted for illicit drug trafficking in the operation, Turkish news agency AA quoted gendarme officials as saying.

In another operation in Belen town of the southern province of Hatay, the police stopped two cars and found 23 kilos of hashish stashed in the vehicles.

Six people were detained in this operation.

**New York-bound flight lands safely despite security concern**

WASHINGTON, 13 Sept — A New York-bound American Airlines flight landed safely on Sunday at John F Kennedy International Airport, after a security concern caused two military aircraft to escort the plane till its landing. Flight 34, which departed from Los Angeles, California, notified the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at about 3 pm that some passengers onboard the flight were “behaving suspiciously,” the TSA said in a statement.

Two F-16 fighter jets were sent to escort the flight “out of an abundance of caution,” according to the statement. The airliner landed at New York’s JFK airport shortly after 4 pm and the FBI has responded to the scene for investigations and interviews. Three passengers onboard the flight locked themselves in the bathroom and refused to come out, local media reported.

While the nature of the incident was unclear, some law enforcement officials said it was not believed to be a terror threat.

**Kenyan police search for kidnapped Briton after husband killed**

NAIROBI, 13 Sept — Police in Kenya are hunting a gang who killed a British man and kidnapped his wife at a resort in the country. The couple were staying at the luxury Kiwayo Safari Village, north of Lamu Island, when the armed men attacked.

Kenyan police said the motive was unknown, but they were treating it as a “bandit attack”. The Foreign Office, which has not yet named the couple, called for the release of the woman, who is said to have been taken away by speedboat.

**Air crash survivor drew arrows with his blood to alert rescuers**

TRINIDAD, 13 Sept — The sole survivor of a plane crash in the Bolivian Amazon stayed alive in the jungle for three days by drinking his own urine and eating insects and by trying to alert rescuers by drawing arrows with his blood. With a broken shoulder blade and ribs, punctured lung and a head wound, Minor Vidal was barely able to wriggle free from the wreckage for three days by drinking his own urine and eating insects and by trying to alert rescuers by drawing arrows with his blood. He was finally rescued when a navy patrol boat spotted him waving his shirt on a river bank.

The 35-year-old medicines and cosmetics salesman was one of nine passengers and crew on a flight from Santa Cruz to Trinidad, when it crashed 10 miles from its destination on Tuesday evening.

**New year’s celebration in Argentina**

SAN FRANCISCO, 13 Sept — The traditional “Souma Namaoi” in the city of Minami, Souma City, Fukushima Prefecture on 11 Sept, 2011 to commemorate the victims of the earthquake and tsunami happened on 11 March, 2011. “Souma Namaoi” is the most famous local celebration. This year it wasn’t held on time due to the disasters, and now became a way of commemoration. — Xinhua

**Earhart flying gear for sale**

SAN FRANCISCO, 13 Sept — Flying goggles said to have been worn by the celebrated aviator Amelia Earhart early in her flying career were expected to be sold on yesterday for tens of thousands of dollars at an auction in the United States.

Earhart was wearing the goggles in 1921 when her plane crashed shortly after she had begun flying, according to the San Francisco auctioneer. Earhart died when her plane disappeared in the Pacific during an attempt to circumnavigate the globe in 1937. She was declared dead in 1939.

**Turkish police seize 357 kilos of drugs in S provinces**

ANKARA, 13 Sept — The Turkish police seized a total of 357 kilos of hashish in two southern provinces on Monday, government officials said. Turkish gendarme teams launched an operation in Lice town of southeastern province of Diyarbakir and confiscated 334 kilos of hashish.

One person was wanted for illicit drug trafficking in the operation, Turkish news agency AA quoted gendarme officials as saying.

In another operation in Belen town of the southern province of Hatay, the police stopped two cars and found 23 kilos of hashish stashed in the vehicles.

Six people were detained in this operation.

**Ministry of Rail Transportation**

**MYANMA RAILWAYS**

**INVITATION TO OPEN TENDER**

1. Open Tender is invited for supply of the following items in Euro;

2. Tender documents are available at our office starting from 12.9.2011 during office hours and for further detail please call Deputy General Manager, Supply Department, Myanmar Railways, Corner of Thanlyin Street and Merchant Street, Botahtaung, Yangon. Phone: 95-1-291985, 291994.

**CLAMMS DAY NOTICE**

**MV MCP SALZBURG VOY NO (2)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV MCP SALZBURG VOY NO (2) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.9.2011 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will be at the consignee’s risk and expenses subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT**

**MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY**

**AGENT FOR: MERIDIAN PORT AGENCIES PTE LTD, SINGAPORE**

Phone No: 256924/256914

**New York-bound flight lands safely despite security concern**

WASHINGTON, 13 Sept — A New York-bound American Airlines flight landed safely on Sunday at John F Kennedy International Airport, after a security concern caused two military aircraft to escort the plane till its landing. Flight 34, which departed from Los Angeles, California, notified the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at about 3 pm that some passengers onboard the flight were “behaving suspiciously,” the TSA said in a statement.

Two F-16 fighter jets were sent to escort the flight “out of an abundance of caution,” according to the statement. The airliner landed at New York’s JFK airport shortly after 4 pm and the FBI has responded to the scene for investigations and interviews. Three passengers onboard the flight locked themselves in the bathroom and refused to come out, local media reported.

While the nature of the incident was unclear, some law enforcement officials said it was not believed to be a terror threat.

**Air crash survivor drew arrows with his blood to alert rescuers**

TRINIDAD, 13 Sept — The sole survivor of a plane crash in the Bolivian Amazon stayed alive in the jungle for three days by drinking his own urine and eating insects and by trying to alert rescuers by drawing arrows with his blood. With a broken shoulder blade and ribs, punctured lung and a head wound, Minor Vidal was barely able to wriggle free from the wreckage for three days by drinking his own urine and eating insects and by trying to alert rescuers by drawing arrows with his blood. He was finally rescued when a navy patrol boat spotted him waving his shirt on a river bank.

The 35-year-old medicines and cosmetics salesman was one of nine passengers and crew on a flight from Santa Cruz to Trinidad, when it crashed 10 miles from its destination on Tuesday evening.

**People watch Chinese lion dance during a traditional temple fair in the Chinatown in Belgrano of Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina, on 11 Sept, 2011. Over- seas Chinese in Argentina held various Chinese traditional activities in the Chinatown on Sunday. The Mid-Autumn Festival falls on 12 September this year according to the Chinese lunar calendar. It is an important Chinese festival and a chance for family reunion under the full moon, a symbol for happiness and prosperity." — Xinhua**

**People perform at the traditional ‘Souma Namaoi’ in the city of Minami, Souma City, Fukushima Prefecture on 11 Sept, 2011 to commemorate the victims of the earthquake and tsunami happened on 11 March, 2011. ‘Souma Namaoi’ is the most famous local celebration. This year it wasn’t held on time due to the disasters, and now became a way of commemoration. — Xinhua**

**People watch Chinese lion dance during a traditional temple fair in the Chinatown in Belgrano of Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina, on 11 Sept, 2011. Overseas Chinese in Argentina held various Chinese traditional activities in the Chinatown on Sunday. The Mid-Autumn Festival falls on 12 September this year according to the Chinese lunar calendar. It is an important Chinese festival and a chance for family reunion under the full moon, a symbol for happiness and prosperity. — Xinhua**

**Minor Vidal, helped by army officers, was sole survivor of the jungle crash**

**A Maine Coon cat, dressed to participate in a feline autumn fashion show, looks on during the International cat exhibition in Russia’s southern city of Rostov-on-Don on 11 Sept, 2011. — Xinhua**

**Turkish police seize 357 kilos of drugs in S provinces**

ANKARA, 13 Sept — The Turkish police seized a total of 357 kilos of hashish in two southern provinces on Monday, government officials said. Turkish gendarme teams launched an operation in Lice town of southeastern province of Diyarbakir and confiscated 334 kilos of hashish.

One person was wanted for illicit drug trafficking in the operation, Turkish news agency AA quoted gendarme officials as saying.

In another operation in Belen town of the southern province of Hatay, the police stopped two cars and found 23 kilos of hashish stashed in the vehicles.

Six people were detained in this operation.
Woman takes trash to mayor’s office

Trash collection was skipped for some Portsmouth, Ohio, residents last week, and one woman hauled her garbage to the mayor’s office to protest, officials say.

Portsmouth Mayor David Malone said he would dispose of Janice Shanks’ two bags of trash after she complained Friday that her garbage was overflowing, the Portsmouth Daily Times reported. Shanks’ garbage was not picked up by the city after some confusion in the collection schedule. The city wanted to avoid paying overtime during the week of Labour Day so the route was altered, Malone said.

“I guess there had been some confusion. I guess (City Service Director) Bill (Beaumont) put out a Press Release last week and didn’t even tell us. We had given them orders as to what we wanted them to do this week. Bill didn’t tell me he had put that Press release out as a notice out to the residents. That brought confusion as to which route was going to be picked up,” he said.

Man exposed self through sunroof

Police in Florida said they arrested a man who allegedly exposed himself through a vehicle’s sunroof in view of an off-duty officer and his family.

The Monroe County Sheriff’s Office said an off-duty Florida Highway Patrol trooper who was travelling to a 11 Sept, 2001, remembrance ceremony with his wife and young child Sunday saw the man stand up through the Mercedes-Benz sunroof with his pants down while making self-stimulating gestures on US 1 in Plantation Key, the South Florida Sun Sentinel reported Monday.

The vehicle was stopped by deputies a few miles away and Julio Mompeller had exposed himself through the sunroof but said they did not know his reasons.

Mompeller was charged with indecent exposure and taken to the Monroe County Jail.

Man forgot drugs at grocery store

A Swedish man who had a “blackout” and left a bag containing nearly 9 pounds of methamphetamine at a supermarket was sentenced to four years in prison.

Investigators said the 58-year-old man, whose name was not released, told officers he was in the midst of a “blackout” when he mistakenly left the bag of drugs at an Ica store in Jarna, the Swedish news agency TT reported Monday.

Police said the man, who was arrested the same day as the incident on a drunk and disorderly charge, had obtained the drugs the previous day at the Stila Lines ferry terminal in Vартabamnum on behalf of a 44-year-old man who had previously been known to police and has since been sentenced to 12 months in prison.

Demi Moore ‘tweets semi-nude pic of herself’

Demi Moore has posted a semi-nude photo of herself on Twitter, with the caption, “remember you’ve got your own back”. The self-pic of the 48-year-old actress shows her naked back from the waist up, although she was clearly topless while posing for the pic, wearing only thick-framed glasses.

In a bid to explain the reason for posting such an obscure message, the ‘Charlie’s Angels: Full Throttle’ star said the one should be his own best friend. “To remember to be your own best friend to find light and protection from within yourself,” the Daily Mail quoted her as saying.—Internet

Britney Spears sees exercise as ‘spiritual thing’

WASHINGTON, 13 Sept—Britney Spears sees exercise as a “spiritual thing” as it helps the mind as well as the body.

The ‘Toxic’ singer keeps to a strict workout regime in order to be in peak condition for performing on her current ‘Femme Fatale’ tour and feels it goes beyond simply working out.

“[Exercise] is a spiritual thing, it helps your mind and your body and it’s all connected. So, yes, I think it’s really important to take care of yourself in that way,” Contactmusic quoted her as telling Britain’s Glamour magazine.

“I work out every other day, and sometimes every day. I run a lot on the treadmills in hotels when I’m on tour and I do light weights and a little bit of cardio,” she added.—Internet

Helena Bonham Carter to star in ‘Les Miserables’

LONDON, 13 Sept—Actress Helena Bonham Carter has been signed on to star in the movie adaptation of stage musical “Les Miserables”.

The actress has joined Hugh Jackman and Russell Crowe in the film and will play the role of Madame Thenardier. Jackman will play the lead role of Jean Valjean, Crowe has reportedly been roped in to bring the role of Inspector Javert, reports contactmusic.com.

The shooting of “Les Miserables” is expected to start early next year. The film is scheduled to release in December 2012.—Internet

Mansues White Castle for bigger chairs

A 290-pound New York State man suing his local White Castle restaurant for bigger seats claims the chain violated the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Martin Kessman, 64, who weighs 290 pounds, said he first realized he couldn’t fit into the stationary booths at the Nanuet White Castle in April 2009 and the restaurant responded to his written complaint with three “very condescending letters,” the New York Post reported Monday.

“In each letter was a coupon for three free hamburgers — but the cheese was extra!” Kessman wrote in his lawsuit, which was filed in New York federal court last week.

The Americans with Disabilities Act is “applicable, not only to me, but to pregnant women and to handicapped people,” he said in the lawsuit.

“I just want to sit down like a normal person,” Kessman said.

The lawsuit is seeking larger chairs at the eatery and unspecified damages.

Denzel Washington to star in ‘Flight’


The film, written by John Gatins, is set to begin production in October in Atlanta, Georgia, Paramount said in a release.

The story follows “Whip,” played by Washington, a commercial airline pilot who manages to fly a damaged plane, saving 98 lives on a flight, the release said. The pilot then struggles with his newfound hero label as an investigation brings into question his behavior the night before the flight.

“Flight” will mark the first collaboration between Washington and Zemeckis, Paramount said Friday.

Walter Parkes and Laurie MacDonald will produce the feature along with Zemeckis, Steve Starkey, and Jack Rapke.
**Djokovic beats Nadal to win third seasonal Grand Slam at US Open**

Four years after Roger Federer last did the same, Djokovic has now joined the club of six as the finest men’s single season in Open Era history. He won the Australian Open over Andy Murray in the final and beat Nadal in the Wimbledon final. Djokovic beat Nadal in 4 hours 10 minutes. The win made Djokovic 64-2 this year, gave him his first US Open title and also placed him among the all-time greats.

The Serb maintained an all-win record against Nadal this year, all six encounters from the tournament finals. Overall, this was Djokovic’s fourth major title. His first was at the Australian Open in 2008. Djokovic converted 11 of 26 break points he imposed while Nadal made only six of 14 of that.

---

**Zanetti calls for Gasperini to be given time**

**Mancini hails Silva**

London, 13 Sept — Inter Milan captain Javier Zanetti has sprung to the defense of Gian Piero Gasperini, calling for the under-fire coach to be given time to succeed. Gasperini has made some radical changes since taking over at Inter in the summer, namely switching to a back three. But it went horribly wrong on the opening weekend of the new Serie A season as his defense was at sixes and sevens in a 4-3 defeat at Palermo.

“That wasn’t the start we expected,” said Zanetti. “But first of all we have to stay calm and believe in our work. Obviously, there are things that need to be ironed out but we’re all ready to do that. We have a coach with new ideas, everything has changed and we need time to develop what he’s asking.”

And Zanetti insisted that the panic surrounding Gasperini’s tactics is misplaced. “That wasn’t the start we expected,” said Zanetti. “But first of all we have to stay calm and believe in our work. Obviously, there are things that need to be ironed out but we’re all ready to do that. We have a coach with new ideas, everything has changed and we need time to develop what he’s asking.” And Zanetti insisted that the panic surrounding Gasperini’s tactics is misplaced.

**QPR ties Newcastle 0-0 in Premier League**

**Eva: United have energy to burn**

London, 13 Sept — Manchester City manager Roberto Mancini has hailed David Silva as one of the best players in the world. The City manager is baffled that Barcelona and Real Madrid overlooked the gifted midfielder, signed from Valencia in 2009, who has played a dominant role in the club’s 100 percent start to the season. Mancini said: “Silva is a top, top player. I don’t know why he didn’t go to Barca or Real Madrid because he’s Spanish but we are lucky because he’s here.

“Ultimately he was able to do, so he’s as good as the finest men’s single season in Open Era history. He won the Australian Open over Andy Murray in the final and beat Nadal in the Wimbledon final. Djokovic beat Nadal in 4 hours 10 minutes. The win made Djokovic 64-2 this year, gave him his first US Open title and also placed him among the all-time greats.

The Serb maintained an all-win record against Nadal this year, all six encounters from the tournament finals. Overall, this was Djokovic’s fourth major title. His first was at the Australian Open in 2008. Djokovic converted 11 of 26 break points he imposed while Nadal made only six of 14 of that.

**Federer due in Australia Wednesday for Davis Cup**

Sydney, 13 Sept — Switzerland’s team manager has confirmed No 3-ranked Roger Federer will arrive in Australia on Wednesday for the Davis Cup tennis tie against Australia starting on Friday. Daniel Memin said, “I haven’t seen a lot that Roger hasn’t been able to do, so he’s as close to Superman as it comes.”

Federer will have little time to recuperate from Sunday’s five-set loss to Novak Djokovic in the US Open semifinals. Australia team member and former No 1 Lleyton Hewitt said a short preparation time won’t hinder Federer. “For a freak like Roger, it doesn’t matter,” Hewitt said. “I haven’t seen a lot that Roger hasn’t been able to do, so he’s as close to Superman as it comes.”

Federer came under fire from Swiss fans when he skipped last year’s Davis Cup loss to Kazakhstan citing travel weariness after the US Open.

---

**NEW YORK, 13 Sept — Top seed Novak Djokovic captured his third major title of the year at the US Open on Monday by dismissing second seed Rafael Nadal 6-2, 6-4, 6-7 (3), 6-1 at Flushing Meadows. A year after Nadal won three major titles, and

Internet

**S P O R T S**

**Eva: United have energy to burn**

London, 13 Sept — Patrice Evra has warned that what Manchester United lack in experience they make up for in energy. After posting the bestever start at this stage of a Premier League season thanks to their 5-0 battering of Bolton Wanderers on Saturday, United are ready to tackle the biggest test yet of their title credentials.

Although all the talk so far this season has been about Manchester’s two contenders - who have yet to drop a point between them - Chelsea are only two points adrift, having drawn their opening match at Stoke City.

However, whilst Evra respects the Blues, he certainly does not fear them, especially knowing that much talent has been injected into the Old Trafford outfit by the clutch of youngsters Sir Alex Ferguson has introduced this season.  

Patrice Evra has warned United’s rivals that they have plenty of energy.
Serena Williams fined $2,000 by US Open

New York, 13 Sept.—Serena Williams was fined $2,000 by the US Open on Monday for berating the chair umpire during the final.

Tournament referee Brian Earley issued his ruling a day after Williams was cited by chair umpire Eva Asderaki for a code violation for verbal abuse during a 6-2, 6-3 loss to Sam Stosur in the women’s singles championship match at Flushing Meadows.

A statement issued by the US Tennis Association said the fine “is consistent with similar offenses at Grand Slam events.” Williams earned $1.4 million at the US Open: $900,000 for finishing as the runner-up, plus a $500,000 bonus for having come in first place in the US Open Series standings, which take into account results at hard-court tuneup tournaments.

Serena Williams talks to the chair umpire Eva Asderaki during the women’s championship match against Samantha Stosur of Australia at the US Open tennis tournament in New York, on Sunday.—INTERNET
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Second regular session of first Pyithu Hluttaw continues for 17th Day
Eight questions answered, two bills with amendments approved, two proposals discussed

Nay Pyi Taw, 13 Sept—The second regular session of the first Pyithu Hluttaw continued for the 17th day at Pyithu Hluttaw Hall of Hluttaw Building, here, at 10 am today, attended by Speaker of Pyithu Hluttaw Thura U Shwe Mann and 385 Pyithu Hluttaw representatives.

Pyithu Hluttaw Representative U Tun Aung Khaing of Pakkaw Constituency who has yet made affirmation in accord with the Pyithu Hluttaw Rule-8, Sub-Rule (b) made affirmation and signed in front of the Speaker of Pyithu Hluttaw.

Today’s session, eight questions were raised and answered, two bills with amendments approved and two proposals discussed.

U Ko Ko Tun of Aunglan Constituency raised a question that based on the provision of Section 41, Chapter I of the constitution states that the Union upholds the principles of peaceful co-existence among nations, he would like to know about management of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar for relationship with regional countries and other countries, and international organizations including the UN. Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs U Maung Myint replied that Myanmar joined the UN as the 58th member on 19-4-1948. Since then, Myanmar has been keenly participating in the independence struggles of various countries under the colonial role. Moreover, Myanmar is actively taking part in the armed control and disarmament, and nuclear non-proliferation issues, and is joining hands with UN Economic and Social Council, UN Human Rights Commission, International Committee of the Red Cross, WHO and UNODC.

Nay Pyi Taw, 13 Sept—The second regular session of the first Amyotha Hluttaw continued for the 17th day at Amyotha Hluttaw Hall in Hluttaw Building here today, attended by Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw U Aung Myint and 209 Amyotha Hluttaw representatives.

U Min Lun Aung of Mon State Constituency No (3) asked the Union Minister if there is a plan to upgrade 33 miles long Zathapyin-Chaunghnakhwa road section into tarred or gravel one for transportation service of buses for all seasons as villages on the other side of Attaran River in Kyaikmaraw Township are lagged behind in development, although Zathapyin-Chaunghnakhwa road was constructed starting 2001 and tarred road has been constructed from Zathapyin to Khayongu, there still remains 33 miles long road section to be completed, and 73 bridges big and small along the road have been constructed by local authorities and local peoples in collaboration.

The Union Minister replied that his ministry has constructed seven miles and five furlongs long tarred road from Zathapyin to Kyungon, 32 miles and six furlongs long gravel road from Kyungon to Phayagon, three miles and four furlongs long earthen road from Phayagon to Chaunghnakhwa and 32 large and small bridges along 43 miles and seven furlongs.